8 Common Garden Shed Questions Answered.

Sydney — September 26, 2012 — Today Sheds4Less revealed the 8 most common garden shed related questions raised by visitors to their website.

Alex Cochran, founder of Sheds4Less said;

“We get thousands of people that visit our website every month. It is clear that there is a lot of confusion in the market about what you need to consider when buying a garden shed. Every day we get questions from potential customers about what they need to consider.”

Common Questions

Cochran went on to say; “When you distill the thousands of questions we get asked it comes down to eight fundamental questions or subjects where the customer wants some guidance.

Making Buying and Building a Garden Shed Easier

Whilst buying and building a garden shed does not rate up there with buying, building or renovating a house, it can still put a lot of stress on a family, there are a number of things to consider.

“At Sheds4Less we believe that being responsive to customer requests is a big part of our job so we have consolidated the major questions and published our 8 Point Garden Shed Buying Checklist on our website for customers to review before making the decision about what to buy and build. I am sure that this will help prospective garden shed buyers no end and probably save them money” Cochran went on to say.

About Sheds4Less

Founded in 2012, Sheds4Less is a pure online garden shed retailer that has developed products and systems to make buying, erecting or installing a garden shed cheaper and easier.
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